
Parking at 
Santariškės 
medical
campus



Parking situation before

Outdated infrastructure not suitable for modern car 
traffic

Huge parking space deficit for both doctors

Visitors not finding parking places

Continuous medical and ambulance work disruption

Difficulty to pass for public transport

Continuous traffic jams and reckless driving

Insufficient police resources to control the situation

road traffic offenders

Over

10.000



Santara clinics

Children's Hospital, Affiliate of Vilnius University Hospital

VUL Santara Clinic of Infectious Diseases

National Center of Pathology

National Cancer Institute

Blood center

5 400 employees

100 thousand stationary patients per year

Occupies an area of about 40 hectares

Established since 1980

Santariškės medical campus

1 million ambulatory patients per year



PPP project
PPP agreement between the Ministry of Health of the 

Republic of Lithuania
and JSC Santaros parkavimo paslaugos

Concession length

25 years

Renewed 500 places
renovation of existing parking lots

+1 200 places
the largest multistore parking lot 

near Lithuanian medical 
institutions

+850 places
two multistore parking lots along 

with a logistics center

16 mln EUR
total investments

Newly built

2 250 places



Current situation after project implementation



2250 newly created parking lots

Renewed historical parking lots

Equipped places for electric cars

Equipped places for bicycles

Bus lanes re-created

PPP project
New and upgraded infrastructure



Benefits for visitors

Sufficient parking places for doctors and visitors

Online reservation in advance

Differentiated monthly fee

Possibility to leave the car in the most suitable 
parking lot

A self-service system for licence plate
administration has been created for hospital 
employees

Wide payment methods introduced



Freed up the arterial road

Public transport traffic has been 
rearranged to normal

Radically reduced number of 
traffic offenders

Fewer complaints to police



#available places for cars

2 250 new parking places for visitors

Total 11 parking lots around the campus

Convienient payment method for service
#uniPark APP



Technical sollution

Modern and unified licence plate scanning system

Parking guidance system

Parking space occupancy stands on main streets

Parking lot monitoring



Solutions for SMC clients

Over 2200 additional places

Sites have been built and equipped next to medical 
institutions

Streets freed-up from illegally parked cars

Possibility to pre-order a parking space

Differentiated pricing for patient carers or frequent
visitors

Wide selection of payment methods for parking



Contact

info@unipark.lt
+370 700 77877

mailto:info@unipark.lt

